FESTIVAL #3
IBSIC - IMAGE BEYOND THE SCREEN
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

CONFERENCES ABOUT VIDEO MAPPING
Thursday 2nd > Saturday 4th of April 2020
Arenberg Creative Mine, Wallers-Arenberg
L’hybride and maison Folie Moulins, Lille

As part of the Video Mapping Festival #3 opening, Rencontres Audiovisuelles and the DeVisu laboratory of the Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France offer IBSIC, an
annual event dedicated to the video mapping industry, in the presence of the greatest international names in the field.
About forty speakers will lead case studies, panel discussions, masterclasses and work groups to share their experiences and discuss the latest innovations in the sector.
Networking times will also be provided to meet artists, producers and promoters.
Around these conferences, the audience will be invited to discover 25 original artworks through a video mapping tour in Lille, during the Video Mapping Festival Opening Night
(Friday 3rd of April, in the evening).
The tour artists, previously invited during an artistic residency, will look back on their experience in order to share the behind the scenes of a video mapping production
(Saturday 4th of April, Lille).
The public and the IBSIC attendees will also be able to participate in a “speed meeting” and enjoy the Video Mapping Awards, a video mapping competition that rewards
the best productions of the year around the world (Saturday 4th of April, Lille).
Organised by Rencontres Audiovisuelles and the DeVisu laboratory of the Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France,
with the support of the European Union (Europe is committed to the Hauts-de-France Region through the European Regional Development Fund), the Hauts-de-France Region, the
Communauté d’Agglomération de La Porte du Hainaut, The City of Wallers-Arenberg and Arenberg Creative Mine.
NB: Some adjustments could be made to this programme.

Thursday 2nd of April 2020

Arenberg Creative Mine, Wallers-Arenberg

9 am / Departure by bus from Lille to Arenberg Creative Mine
10:30 am / Welcome
Welcoming speech by Antoine Manier, general manager of Rencontres Audiovisuelles.
Introduction of the two Moderators which will ensure the guiding thread of the presentations:
∙ Xavi Bové - artist (Spain)
∙ Bettina Pelz - curator (Germany)
Duration: approx. 1h
11:30 am / Study synthesis
Video mapping industry: trends and global analysis
The Video Mapping European Center aims to support the development of video mapping in
Europe, and particularly in the Hauts-de-France region.
As part of its research aspect, it seeks to collect baseline datas for a better understanding of
the evolution of the industry, through a study of the field main stakeholders.
As an introduction to IBSIC, in order to understand better the topics and issues that will be
addressed throughout the conference, we will come back on what video mapping is today in
France: key figures, main trends and global analysis.
∙ Claire Baradez - in charge of studies, Video Mapping European Center (France)
Duration: approx. 30 min

12 pm / Masterclass Yann Nguema
Yann Nguema’s scientific background eventually led him to artistic creation.
As a musician, he founded the band EZ3kiel in 1992, for which he has developed an abundant
visual production that has become a reference and a trademark.
He focuses his work mainly on live performance, with a constant research around the
association between image and music. Very quickly, he has integrated computer tools into his
creative process by developing his own softwares and has added an interactive dimension to
his productions.
As a designer of exhibitions, artistic installations and scenographies, he has conceived
numerous projects combining technology, research and poetry. He is currently an ambassador
artist for the Lyon Festival of Lights.
For this masterclass, he will be accompanied by Arnaud Doucet, light designer, whose artistic
sensitivity has been expressed within EZ3kiel in the search for innovative scenic proposals.
∙ Arnaud Doucet - project manager and light designer (France)
∙ Yann Nguema - digital artist and musician (France)
Duration: approx. 1h
1 pm / Lunch
2:30 pm / Panel discussion
Video mapping and public order in France
The empowerment of local authorities has enabled the development of territorial marketing,
encouraging politicians to promote the heritage and the cultural assets of their territory further.
Over the years, video mapping has become one of the most popular media for this exercise.
The number of long-lasting or even permanent installations has multiplied, as well as the
number of calls for projects initiated by local authorities. How are these calls for project set
up? What are the objectives that guide the choices of their initiators?
As video mapping receives only little funding, its financing depends mainly on the willingness
of the sponsors. Do these regular solicitations and this abundance of calls for projects have an
impact on the industry, the artists and their practices?
∙ Julien Floria - technical director, Constellations of Metz, City of Metz (France)
∙ Émilie Messiaen - deputy heritage manager, Amiens Métropole (France)
∙ Pierre-Yves Toulot - director and co-founder, COSMO AV (France)
Duration: approx. 1h
3:30 pm / Case study
New Images Careers: youth support programmes towards video mapping
careers
The Video Mapping European Center aims to support the development of video mapping. As part
of its training aspect, it offers artistic residencies, workshops and youth support programmes
towards image careers.
Through the production of a personal project, followed by networking with regional companies,
the New Images Careers training course offers young talents the opportunity to immerse
themselves in many technical and artistic professions of the video mapping field.
∙ Violaine Talleu - in charge of training courses, Video Mapping European Center (France)
Duration: approx. 30 min
4 pm / Case study
Limelight Academy: an educational programme for young talents
Since 2018, Limelight offers an innovative training concept: a free educational programme
supported by a professional team with 15 years of experience in the video mapping field. A
unique opportunity for future artists to value their skills to the collective and to display their
work during international events such as the Vivid Sydney Chatswood or the Factory Light
Festival.
This training concept, remunerative for its participants, offers an alternative to contests, which
are constantly increasing.
∙ István Dávid - CEO and founder, Limelight (Hungary)
Duration: approx. 30 min
4:30 pm / Break and networking

Yann Nguema, O.R.B, 1minute Projection Mapping 2019 (Odawara Castle, Japon)

5:30 pm / Study synthesis
Spectators experience: the audience response
For promoters, to evaluate the success of an event remains a challenge. If attendance or
economic spin-offs may be benchmarks, quantification is always done regardless of the artistic
content and its impact on the audience.
The DeVisu laboratory, in collaboration with the Video Mapping European Center, has set up a
tool to evaluate the spectators feelings and emotions. After introducing it during IBSIC 2019, its
conceptors will present the results.
∙ Virginie Blondeau - PhD student, DeVisu laboratory, Université Polytechnique
Hauts-de-France (France)
∙ Daniel Schmitt - lecturer and researcher, DeVisu laboratory, Université Polytechnique
Hauts-de-France (France) - to be confirmed
∙ Marine Thébault - PhD student, DeVisu laboratory, Université Polytechnique
Hauts-de-France (France)
Duration: approx. 30 min
6 pm / Case study
The Projection Studio: monument video mapping
As a video mapping specialist since 1994, The Projection Studio has made a name for itself in
the United Kingdom and around the world by breaking down the barriers limiting the size of
their projections. The studio holds several “Guinness World Records”, which have awarded two
of their large-scale projects in 2012 and 2014. Combining two fields that one might consider
antagonistic, art and technique, The Projection Studio undeniably has a monumental approach
to video mapping.
∙ Ross Ashton - creative director, The Projection Studio (United Kingdom)
Duration: approx. 30 min
6:30 pm / Case study
1minute Projection Mapping: an international event used as an artists emergence
lever
With an international aura, hundreds of thousands of spectators and impressive technical
devices, 1minute Projection Mapping is one of the most renowned video mapping competitions
nowadays. Each year, this competition allows about twenty artists or studio to showcase their
work on huge Japanese or Italian facades, with the only constraint of producing short creations.
By offering a worldwide exposure to many artists, 1minute Projection Mapping is an international
operator of emergence.
∙ Michiyuki Ishita - creative director, video artist and representative of the Projection Mapping
Association of Japan, 1minute Projection Mapping (Japan)
Duration: approx. 30 min
7 pm / Day closure
7:30 pm / Dinner
9 pm / Departure by bus from Arenberg Creative Mine to Lille
10 pm > 12:30 am / Convivial moment and networking
L’hybride, Lille

Friday 3rd of April 2020

Arenberg Creative Mine, Wallers-Arenberg
9 am / Departure by bus from Lille to Arenberg Creative Mine

10:30 am / Departure by bus from Lille to Arenberg Creative Mine

10 am / Participative work groups
What future(s) for video mapping?
If video mapping has been able to assert itself as an art form in its own right, with its own
issues and problematics, it remains nonetheless on the edge of many other disciplines.
Mixing artistic, event-related or technical questions, the boundaries of mapping are
porous and their outlines are subject to important evolutions. The influence of its related
fields pushes video mapping to innovate constantly.
If the factors of change are varied, the possibilities for video mapping in the future are
huge.
Participants will be split into several thematic groups, led by video mapping professionals,
and will have to tackle the question “What future(s) for video mapping ?” to propose
avenues for reflection.

12 pm / Masterclass Ouchhh - to be confirmed
Ouchhh is a new media creative studio which integrates an artistic, scientific and technological
expertise in every work they create. Ouchhh considers itself to be a multidisciplinary
creative hub focused on a mind-driven approach, new technological models and immersive
experiences that shape futuristic perspectives. The team consists of various talents, from AI
artists to developers, from creatives to scientists, all with one synced vision that knowledge
creates an epic public experience. In that term, Ouchhh explores the boundaries of art by
exploring the relationship between architecture, art, science and technology. Their works
have received multiple accolades and awards on an international scale, becoming one of the
pioneer agencies in Istanbul.
∙ Ferdi Alıcı - artistic director and co-founder, Ouchhh (Turkey)
Duration: approx. 1h

Group 1: New writings
∙ Xavi Bové - artist (Spain)
∙ Pierre-Yves Toulot - director and co-founder, COSMO AV (France)
Group 2: The “mediatecture”, a new way to interpret, understand and live the city
∙ Michał Banisch - architect, ruestunggschmie.de (Germany)
∙ Bettina Pelz - curator (Germany)
∙ Philip Modest Schambelan - architect, ruestungsschmie.de (Germany)
Group 3: New markets, new offers, new needs
∙ Ross Ashton - creative director, The Projection Studio (United Kingdom)
∙ Antoine Géré - creative director and co-founder, Holymage (France)
∙ Xavier Mailliez - creative director and co-founder, Holymage (France)
Group 4: Artists’ place and condition, from creation to showing
∙ Romain Tardy - visual artist (Belgium)
Group 5: Means for emergence of new talents
∙ Hendrik Wendler - general manager, Genius Loci Weimar (Germany)
Group 6: Support and structure of the video mapping industry, prospects for
action by the public authorities in France
∙ Jean-François Zurawik - in charge of external operations, Lyon Festival of Lights,
City of Lyon (France)
Group 7: Projection technologies
∙ Léo Farré - video technician, ETC Onlyview (France)
∙ Tamás Vaspöri - general manager, Maxin10sity (Hungary)
Group 8: Improving festivals
∙ Marko Bolkovic - general manager and founder, Visualia Festival of Light (Croatia)
∙ Carole Purnelle - general manager and co-founder, OCUBO (Portugal)

1 pm / Lunch
2:30 pm / Panel discussion
Video mapping as a mediation device for architecture
Architecture shapes our living environment and participates in the writing of our collective
history. It is a witness of memory and of the past, and at the same time, the support on which
the face of our cities and the identity of our territories are drawn.
Architecture surrounds us, yet it is considered as an ignored art. In his book “Apprendre à voir
l’architecture”, Bruno Zevi insists on the importance of understanding architecture, learning
to see it, analysing it in its own essence and expressing what we see with clear and precise
terms.
But in order to cast a critical glance at architecture, one must give its users the intellectual
means to integrate it into everyday life.
Does digital technology, and in particular video mapping, help to achieve this goal?
Moreover, video mapping suggests a new way of interpreting, describing, observing,
understanding and living architecture. This practice has an impact on the audience, as it
brings the building to life and connects the disciplines of art and architecture.
∙ Hafida Boulekbache-Mazouz - urban planner architect, professor and researcher,
DeVisu laboratory, Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France (France)
∙ Ludovic Burczykowski - artist and researcher, Video Mapping European Center (France)
∙ Justyna Weronika Łabądź - professor and researcher, Silesia University (Poland)
∙ Philip Modest Schambelan - architect, ruestunggschmie.de (Germany)
Duration: approx. 1h

Group 9: The place of sound, from creation to showing
∙ Miguel Gozalbo - sound designer, Telenoika (Spain)
∙ Thomas Vaquié - musician and composer, NONE (France)
Group 10: Real time video mapping
∙ Sébastien Escudié - creative developer, SUPERBIEN (France)
∙ Alex Mestrot - creative director and founder, SUPERBIEN (France)
Duration: approx. 2h
Registration and choice of the group on-site on Thursday 2nd of April.

ruestungsschmie.de, TECHTONIC³, Zsolnay Light Festival 2019 (Sts. Peter and Paul’s Cathedral Basilica, Pécs, Hungary

3:30 pm / Case study
Playmodes: Parabòlic
Parabòlic follows the shape of the Güell Palace dome in Barcelona. As a detailed analysis
of the site geometry, the creation is inspired by the work of Gaudí, which is, after all, very
mathematical. The hexagonal tiles used for the construction reveal, in the light of Playmodes’
work, an infinite number of implicit natural forms. An evocative and contemporary connection
with architecture, whose final link is given by an organic sound design.
∙ Eloi Maduell - co-CEO in charge of visual researches, Playmodes (Spain)
∙ Santi Vilanova - co-CEO in charge of sound researches, Playmodes (Spain)
Duration: approx. 30 min
4 pm / Case study
Danny Rose: immersive video mapping
The collective of multidisciplinary artists Danny Rose has distinguished itself by producing
immersive artworks for museums, theatres and public spaces. United by the desire to create
a synesthetic experience, its team has developed narrative concepts that immerse spectators
into the heart of the projection. A sensory approach that can be found in Dreamed Japan, Inside
Plasma or Flower Power.
∙ Cédric Péri - artist and project manager, Danny Rose (France)
Duration: approx. 30 min
Playmodes, Parabòlic, 2018 (Güell Palace, Barcelona, Spain)

4:30 pm / Break and networking
5 pm / Participative work groups synthesis
What future(s) for video mapping?
Overview of the different thoughts elaborated around the theme: What future(s) for video
mapping?
Duration: approx. 1h
6 pm / Day closure
6:30 pm / Buffet dinner
7:30 pm / Departure by bus from Arenberg Creative Mine to Lille

8:30 pm / Video Mapping Festival Opening
CCI Grand Lille (Chamber of Commerce and Industry), Lille
9 pm > 1 am / Video mapping tour in the city
Lille
25 mapping to discover:
CCI Grand Lille (Hall of Honour), Lille Opera House, Lille Flandres Train Station, SaintMaurice Church (inside), Rue du Sec Arembault, UGC Ciné Cité, Crédit Mutuel Nord
Europe (regional headquarters), Rue des Fossés, War Memorial Rihour Square, La Voix
du Nord, Crypt of the Notre-Dame-de-la-Treille Cathedral, Hospice Comtesse Museum
(Inner courtyard and Kitchen), Institute for photography, Sainte-Marie-Madeleine
Church (inside)
11:30 pm > 2 am / Pros area
L’hybride, Lille

Danny Rose, Dreamed Japan, 2019 (Ateliers des Lumières, Paris, France)

Saturday 4th of April 2020
maison Folie Moulins, Lille

10 am > 1 pm / Speed meeting - professional interviews
Enjoy a professional meeting time during short encounters, in a “speed meeting” format. An
opportunity for international artists, promoters and producers to meet and exchange ideas.
Registration required.
2 pm > 5:30 pm / Workshop for beginners
Initiation to the creation of a video mapping thanks to a workshop open to all around the HeavyM
software. The software developers will present to the general public a user-friendly tool with a
clear and intuitive interface, which does not require any technical skills, to discover the basis of
the creation and the projection of a video mapping!
Duration: approx. 1h
3 sessions: 2 pm > 3 pm, 3:15 pm > 4:15 pm, 4:30 pm > 5:30 pm
Free upon registration, limited to 10 people per session.
2:30 pm > 5:30 pm / Video Mapping Awards - Screenings
The Video Mapping Festival offers a video mapping competition to reward the best productions
of the year 2019. The video mapping that will have been selected during the pre-selection will
be presented to the public in the form of video recordings.
In competition:
• Jan Fabel, Erwijn Steijlen, Dirk van Poppel (The Netherlands)
Colour Symphony (monument mapping)
• Grandpa’s Lab Studio (Portugal) - Moura 2 - Digital Tale (live show mapping)
• Holymage (France) - Convergence (monument mapping)
• Simon Lazarus (France) - PONG (monument mapping)
• Limelight (Hungary) - Coexistence (monument mapping)
• Cindy Lo (France) - Mithra (monument mapping)
• MALAMÍ LIGHT (Mexico) - The infinite color of light (monument mapping)
• Maxin10sity (Hungary) - Pandora’s Box (monument mapping)
• mayer+empl (Germany) - Una famiglia di Angeli (interactive live show mapping)
• Mindscape Studio (Romania) - BRÂNCUȘI (monument mapping)
• Moment Factory (France) - Regalia (monument mapping)
• Yann Nguema (France) - Le Sacre du Tympan (monument mapping)
• Yann Nguema (France) - S.C.U.L.PT (interactive monument mapping)
• OCUBO (Portugal) - C-ACT-US (interactive objects mapping)
• Odd Agency (Italy) - Exstasis (immersive mapping)
• rangbarang (Germany) - We Didn’t Know That (monument mapping)
• RE:SORB (Germany) - DUAL (monument mapping)
• Filip Roca, Tigrelabart (Spain) - Mother (monument mapping)
• ruestungsschmie.de (Germany) - TECHTONIC³ (monument mapping)
• SUPERBIEN (France) - Sidera (immersive mapping)
• teamLab (International) - A Forest Where Gods Live - earth music&ecology
(immersive mapping)
• teamLab (International) - Universe of Water Particles in the Tank (immersive mapping)
• THÉORIZ (France) - GENESIS (monument mapping)
• URBANSCREEN (Germany) - FinsterWald (immersive mapping)

teamLab, Universe of Water Particles in the Tank, 2019 (TANK Shanghai, China)

Mindscape Studio, BRÂNCUȘI, Spotlight Festival 2019 (CEC Palace, Bucharest, Romania)

2:30 pm > 6 pm / “Women Working With Projection mapping” meeting
L’hybride, Lille
This first WWWP meeting is an open invitation to all artists and curators, technicians and producers, directors and journalists who are interested in discussing the
art of projection mapping regarding gender-related issues. All art and social sciences specialists are also welcomed. Its aims to share experiences and observations,
brainstorm for ideas and start networking. WWWP is thought to be a collaborative effort to share and question present and future developments in projection mapping
and contemporary art.
This meeting is organised by curator Bettina Pelz (Germany) and artist Martina Stella (Italy).

5:30 pm / Meeting with the artists of the mapping tour in Lille
Meet the artists behind the creations presented during the Video Mapping Festival Opening Night.
Strong personalities, whose creativity was seen during the artistic residency organised by Rencontres Audiovisuelles in November 2019. In groups, the artists will present their work and answer
all your questions!
∙ Loom Prod (France)
∙ Marc Caro, Gaël Loison (France)
∙ Francesca Macciò (Italy)
∙ Albane Chaumet (France)
∙ Martin Mayer - mayer+empl (Germany)
∙ Franck Dion (France)
∙ EunJin Park, Sae Yun Jung (South Korea)
∙ Noé Faure (France)
∙ Bill Plympton (United States of America) - to be confirmed
∙ Jive Faury, Aurélie Galibourg - Compagnie Sens Dessus Dessous (France)
∙ Wei-Hsuan Huang (Taiwan)
∙ Sébastien Laudenbach (France) - to be confirmed
7:30 pm / IBSIC synthesis and conclusion
The Moderators Xavi Bové (artist) and Bettina Pelz (curator) look back on these 3 days of
conferences to summarise it.
8:30 pm / Video Mapping Awards - Awards ceremony
Following the screening of the mapping in competition in the afternoon, a Jury composed of
video mapping professionals will award the prizes for the best productions of the year 2019!
Jury members:
∙ Sílvia Isach - general manager and visual artist, SINOCA (Spain)
∙ Gaston Zahr - art director, Festival of Light in Jerusalem (Israel)
∙ Jean-François Zurawik - in charge of external operations, Lyon Festival of Lights,
City of Lyon (France)

9 pm / Closing cocktail reception
L’hybride, Lille

Meeting with the artists

PRACTICAL INFORMATIONS
∙ Access
Arenberg Creative Mine
Rue Michel Rondet, Wallers-Arenberg
Highway A23, Exit 6 (Raismes), then follow the direction to Arenberg Creative Mine /
La Porte du Hainaut
maison Folie Moulins
47/49 rue d’Arras, Lille
Metro station: Porte d’Arras (line 2)
L’hybride
18 rue Gosselet, Lille
Metro stations: Mairie de Lille or Grand Palais (line 2), République Beaux-Arts (line 1)

∙ Fares
3-day package
Includes: access to all the conferences and activities
+ 4 meals (Thursday noon and evening, Friday noon and evening) + travel by bus from Lille
Regular fare: 80€
Student fare: 50€ (with a valid supporting document)
Registrations before the 15th of March 2020 through the online registration and payment form.

VIDEO MAPPING FESTIVAL #3
April > September 2020
Hauts-de-France Region
www.videomappingfestival.com
Ce projet est cofinancé
par l’Union européenne avec le Fonds européen
de développement régional.

